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Export-Control Compliance in the Cloud
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Secure Services and Support for the Cloud
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all relevant steps in the transition plan performed with the guidance of SAP NS2 services
■■ A subscription-based productive hosting service that ensures continuous operation of
the customer solution with infrastructure
managed services, ensuring promised service
level agreements (SLAs) are met
■■ An application management service for SAP
solutions that is also available in a subscriptionbased model to provide SLA-based monitoring
and solution maintenance support

In addition, to ensure that the US federal
secure cloud environment maintains strict adherence to export control regulations, SAP NS2 is a
registered munitions manufacturer with the US
Department of State, and maintains an Export
Control Policy as well as a Technology Control
Plan for ongoing compliance.

Your Cloud, Your Way
Backed by SAP NS2’s service and support expertise, the US federal secure cloud offering can
help ensure you are meeting regulatory requirements for your export-controlled data while
enabling you to take advantage of the benefits
of cloud computing. The combination of SAP’s
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security offerings lays the groundwork for using
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For an overview of SAP NS2 and its support offerings,
see the article “High-Security Support for SAP Solutions”
in the January-March 2015 issue of SAPinsider
(SAPinsiderOnline.com).

tives with speed and efficiency without sacrificing compliance and security. Learn more at
www.sapns2.com/solutions/cloud-solutions. n
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